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Investigation of Linen Honeycomb Weave
Fabric Shrinkage After Laundering
in Pure Water
Abstract
The stability of dimensions is a very important factor that depends on fabric structure and
ﬁnal treatment. Fabric shrinkage capacity during laundering also depends on laundering
conditions such as water solidity, washing powder, temperature, and mechanical action.
The most popular and simple way to decrease the shrinking capacity of single-layer fabric
is to increase the density of loomstate fabric. Preliminary investigations showed that the
increase in yarn density increases the honeycomb weave fabric shrinkage after laundering,
however. The later investigations showed that such contradictory results depend on the
speciﬁc structure of honeycomb weave fabrics. Therefore, with increases in honeycomb
weave fabric density (density or linear density of yarns), the structure of the fabric became
more sophisticated than that of usual single layer fabrics – the yarns of the same system go
one under another, that is, in some parts of the fabric it obtains the structure of multilayer
fabric. The only way to decrease the shrinkage after laundering of fabric of such structure
is by stabilisation.
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Introduction
Laundering is the most usual process for
care of textiles. The complex combination of thermal, mechanical, and physical
factors inﬂuences fabrics during the laundering process. It is known that textile
garments change their dimensions during laundering by expanding or shrinking. The stability of dimensions is a very
important factor which depends on fabric structure and ﬁnal treatment. Fabric
shrinking capacity during laundering also
depends on laundering conditions such as
water solidity, washing powder, temperature, and mechanical action [1-3].
Shrinking capacity is a very important
factor for the clothing industry and very
strict claims are made for this property.
No more than 2% shrinkage in the cross
and lengthways directions of the fabric
is allowable. A matter of primary interest for fabric shrinking capacity is fabric structure, which is characterised by
seven main parameters: fabric warp and
weft raw material, linear density of warp
and weft yarns, densities of warp and
weft, and fabric weave. All these factors
together determine the fabric‘s formation, parameters, and characteristics [46]. To evaluate them, the ﬁrmness factors
of fabric structure are used. It is known
that the fabric integrating ﬁrmness factor
characterises not only the fabric formation process, but also properties such as
air permeability, strength, and so on, rather well. [7-9]. The raw material of fabric
also has a strong inﬂuence on the stability
of its dimensions after laundering. This is
because the properties of yarns inﬂuence
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fabric properties: the more hygroscopic
the ﬁbre, the more it swells after being
affected with moisture [10].
The shrinking capacity of fabric after
laundering can also be decreased with
fabric stabilisation. The negative aspect
is that an additional technological process is needed, making the fabric more expensive. For some fabrics, such as sauna
clothes, ﬁnishing is not necessary.
The most popular and simple way to reduce the shrinking capacity of single-layer
fabric is to increase the density of loomstate fabric. Increasing the fabric density
causes the spacing ﬁelds in the fabric to
decrease; the coeﬁcient of ﬁlling beomes
higher, the yarns do not have enough space to displace, and so the dimensions of
the fabric vary less after laundering . But
this method is not suitable for all fabric
weaves. There are weaves which have a
speciﬁc structure and salience surface, one
of which is fabrics with honeycomb weave. This weave is very popular for sauna clothes: towels, bathrobes, caps, and
so on. In Lithuania, as in other northern
European countries, linen sauna clothes
are very popular. Previous investigations
showed that for honeycomb weave fabrics
the usual shrinkage decreasing methods
(increasing the linear density or density of
yarns) used for single-layer fabrics do not
have a positive effect.
The aim of this paper is to investigate the
shrinkage phenomenon of linen honeycomb weave fabric for bathing after laundering and to identify ways of decreasing
the shrinkage.

Materials and Methods
Nine different linen fabrics were weaved
for the investigations, all with the same
honeycomb weave (Figure 1). Structural
parameters of the fabrics are presented in
Table 1.
All the fabric variants which are presented in Table 1 have the same linear density and density in warp: Twarp = 56 tex,
Swarp = 300 dm–1. The fabrics were laundered for 30 minutes at a temperature of

Figure 1. Honeycomb weave.
Table 1. Structural parameters of fabrics
used in experiment.
Fabric

Tweft, tex

Sweft, dm–1

1

50

210

2

56

210

3

68

210

4

50

240

5

56

240

6

68

240

7

50

270

8

56

270

9

68

270
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30 °C. No washing powder was used du- Figure 2. The dering this process. After each laundering pendencies of loomstate fabric weft and
cycle, the fabrics were dried at a room warp yarn shrinkages
temperature of 20 °C in a loose state, and on the fabric ﬁrmness
then the shrinkage of the dried fabric was factor φ after ﬁve
measured. The parameters of laundering laundering cycles.
and drying were chosen according to real
usage conditions of such fabric. Usually
sauna clothing is dried at room temperature and it is often affected with warm
water. The preliminary investigations
showed that fabric hardly shrinks after
Fabric shrinkage, %
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cycle of laundering, no more shrinkage
was observed. Therefore ﬁve laundering
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stated that when these parameters
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Experimental
Results
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and Discussion
increases, too. More experiments are
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0
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The investigations initially determined required to determine the precise del0
the inﬂuence of the fabric ﬁrmness factor pendencies, of course. But the principal
where:
φ on fabric shrinkage after laundering. tendencies of the dependencies obtained
the initial
fabric
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before
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l0 =initial
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before
launFigure 2 presents the dependencies of are seen: shrinkage increases when dendering;
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l – the
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ﬁve
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factor φ [5, 6].
Fabric thickness was measured with an Automatic Micrometer (with a measurement accuracy of 0.01 mm). For the
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Figure 2 presents the dependencies of fabric weft and warp yarn shrinkage after five laundering cycles on fabric firmness

Shrinkage, %

Fabric shrinkage, %

factor φ [5,6].
As seen in Figure 2, the values of coefficients of determination are high (R2 = 0.8869 or R2 = 0.8151). So, we can

assert that fabric shrinkage depends on fabric firmness factor ϕ. The higher this factor φ, the greater the shrinkage of fabric in
both warp and weft directions after laundering, however. The situation became contraverse the more the fabric is filled with
yarns (i.e. factor φ is higher), the higher are the shrinkage values. This process is not specific to single-layer fabrics overall. So,
Density of wefts, dm
Tweft, tex
during later investigations
the influences of yarn density and yarn linear density were investigated.
The dependencies of weft
-1

Figure
3.weft
The dependence
of fabric
Figureare
4. The
dependence
of fabric
after ﬁve laundering
density
and
yarn linear density
onshrinkage
shrinkageafter
afterﬁve
fivelaundering
cycles of laundering
presented
in Figures
3 andshrinkage
4.
cycles on weft yarns density.
cycles on linear density of weft yarns.
As seen in Figures 3 and 4, both parameters have a significant influence on fabric structure after laundering. Even
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from the results of three experimental points it can be stated that when these parameters increase, the shrinkage after
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a)

Table 2. The shrinkage of stabilised linen
honeycomb weave fabric after laundering.

b)

Tweft , tex

50

c)

56

d)

68

Figure 5. Cross-sections of fabrics from 56 tex linen spun yarns: (a) loomstate fabric, with
S2 = 210 dm–1, (b) fabric after laundering, with S2 = 210 dm–1, (c) loomstate fabric, with
S2 = 270 dm–1, (d) fabric after laundering, with S2 = 270 dm–1.

another and the wefts of the fabric ‚laminate‘.
The following phenomena occur more intensively in fabric after laundering. As seen
in Figure 5 (b), the warp yarns of long
ﬂoats also go one under another in fabric
after laundering with lower weft yarn density. For fabric with higher yarn density, the
‚laminating‘ process after laundering became very intense (see Figure 5 (d)).

Therefore the usual methods for decreasing the shrinkage of single-layer fabric
after laundering are not suitable for honeycomb weave fabric. These fabrics
must undergo additional technological
processes, that is, stabilisation. The shrinkage of stabilised fabric after laundering
is presented in Table 2.

Density of wefts, dm-1

Figure 6. Thickness variation of fabric and increasing density of
wefts when linear density of wefts is constant.
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Shrinkage, %
In warp

In weft

210

1.50

0.50

240

1.00

0.50

270

1.35

2.05

210

2.00

1.00

240

1.00

0.85

270

2.38

2.50

210

1.00

1.00

240

0.85

1.35

270

2.36

2.15

Conclusions
 Linen honeycomb weave fabrics including sauna clothes must be stabilised. The usual methods of decreasing shrinkage (by increasing fabric
yarn density and linear density) of single layer fabric do not ensure positive
results.
 The opposite effect is obtained when
the density or linear density of yarns
of honeycomb weave fabric increases:
shrinkage increases more in both warp
and weft directions.
 This negative effect happens because
the honeycomb weave fabric after
laundering is not a typical single-layer
fabric. The long ﬂoats of warps and
wefts go one under another, so the
cross-section of the fabric assumes a
shape which is not speciﬁc to single
layer fabrics. Such phenomena are due
to the speciﬁc honeycomb weave fabric
structure and original salience surface.
 It can be stated that the third dimension
of woven fabric (the shape and structure of the fabric cross-section) also has
a strong inﬂuence on its properties.

Fabric thickness, mm

As seen from Table 2, stabilisation signiﬁcantly decreases the shrinkage after
laundering by a factor of between 6 and
19 (see Figures 3 and 4 and Table 2).
Therefore this is the only way to decrease
the shrinkage of honeycomb weave fabric after laundering.

Fabric thickness, mm

So, with the increase in the honeycomb
weave fabric density (density of yarns
or linear density), the structure of the
fabric became more sophisticated than
that of the usual single-layer fabrics: the
yarns of the same system go one under
the other, in other words in some places
the fabric obtains the structure of a multilayer fabric. It is natural that the parameters of single-layered fabric structure
estimation, for example parameter φ, do
not ﬁt multilayered fabric, which is why
the contradictory results arise.

The investigations of fabric thickness
conﬁrmed that the thickness of honeycomb weave fabric increases intensively
when the density or linear density of weft
yarns increases (Figures 6 and 7), and
this increase in thickness is very signiﬁcant for fabric after laundering.

Sweft , dm–1

Tweft, tex

Figure 7. Thickness variation of fabric and increasing linear
density of wefts, when density of wefts is constant.
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